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Training AI/ML models using Digital Data Marketplaces

http://delaat.net/sc

Creating value and competition by enabling access to additional big data
owned by multiple organizations in a trusted, fair and economic way

SC2018

The more data - the better: an aircraft maintenance use-case

https://delaat.net/sc

- AI/ML algorithm based Decision Support Systems create business
value by supporting real-time complex decision taking such as
predicting the need for aircraft maintenance.
- Algorithm quality increases with the availability of aircraft data.
- Multiple airlines operate the same type of aircraft.
- Research Question: “How can AI/ML algorithm developers be
enabled to access additional data from multiple airlines?”
- Approach: Applying Digital Data Marketplace concepts to
facilitate trusted big data sharing for a particular purpose.

Digital Data Marketplace enabling data sharing and competition
A Digital Data Marketplace is a membership organization
supporting a common goal: e.g. enable data sharing to
increase value and competitiveness of AI/ML algorithms.

Link: bbb2.os3.nl
Username: rp2-guest
Password: sne-rp2-202

Membership organization is institutionalized to create,
implement and enforce membership rules organizing trust.

Market members arrange digital agreements to exchange
data for a particular purpose under specific conditions.

Agreements subsequently drive data science transactions
creating processing infrastructures using infrastructure patterns
offered by a Data Exchange as Exchange Patterns.

Researching Exchange Patterns to support Digital Data Marketplaces

Data Exchange Model

Research Infrastructure

Research Elements
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A secure network overlay for tracking and
enforcement of data transaction rules.
Ralph Koning, Reginald Cushing Lu Zhang, Cees de Laat, Paola Grosso, University of Amsterdam
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Proof of Concept, see https://dl4ld.nl/

This research is funded by the Dutch Science Foundation in the Commit2Data program (grant no: 628.001.001) and by Equinix.
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Agent-Oriented Programming for Modern Cyber-Infrastructures
Introduction

Digital Enforceable Contracts (DEC):
Making Smart Contracts Smarter
Lu-Chi Liu, Giovanni Sileno, Tom van Engers
Complex Cyber Infrastructure Group, Informatics Institute, University of Amsterdam

Summary

●

●
●

●
●

●

– Current smart contracts have limited capabilities of normative
representations, making them distant from actual contracts.

●

– Normative contents (duty and power) can be modeled into
logic-based representation.

●

– DEC provides a general architecture where various
enforcement mechanisms are enabled by normative reasoning.
For example, to check whether an action will lead to a duty.

AgentScript’s Compile, Build and Deploy Process

High Level Logic-Based DSL
motivated by AgentSpeak(L)

Agent’s Script
● Intuitive modelling of
social agents
● Readable and Veriﬁable
DSL
● Enables logical reasoning

Off-the-shelf development tools
● Test tools: JUnit, ScalaTest,
etc.
● Debuggers
● Proﬁlers: Flight Recorder, etc.

Scala/Java
Presentation of
the Agent’s
Script
● Off-the-shelf build tools:
○ sbt, maven
● Standard CI/CD
operations

Veriﬁable via ByteCode
veriﬁcation tools: JPF
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JVM-Based
ByteCode
Presentation
of the Agent’s
Script

P OLICY E NFORCEMENT FOR S ECURE AND T RUSTWORTHY
DATA S HARING IN M ULTI - DOMAIN I NFRASTRUCTURES

Background
// written in eFLINT
Norms
Act request to modify consent
related
Actor subject
Recipient controller
to GDPR
Related to consent, other purpose
Conditioned by
consent && consent.purpose != other purpose
Creates duty to modify consent()
Duty duty to modify consent
Holder controller
Claimant subject
Related to consent, other purpose
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The architectural model is composed of a selected set of modules
providing the functionality to run enforcement constructs.
Actor (the minimal unity of agency):
Program – plan to achieve a given design goal
Executor - internal control of the actor
Message queue - communication channel
Monitor - listeners that hook to events or facts
Monitor manager - handle monitors
Regulator - normative reasoning

1) John (data-subject) attempts to revoke his consent of
using his data from Bank (data-controller).
2) The executor sends query to the regulator to check
related permissions and duties. (According to GDPR,
Bank, as data-controller, has the duty to fulfill this
request.)
3) The executor sends this request to the queue.
4) The request is then sent to Bank.
5) The executor asks monitor manager to create a
monitor to check for violation.
6) A monitor is created.
7) The monitor checks messages from Bank with a
timeout mechanism.
1) When the duty is due and not fulfilled, the monitor
will be aware of this violation.
2) The monitor reports the violation.
3) Monitor manager notifies the executor of the violation.
4) The executor takes actions to deal with the violation.

Duty?
Power?
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Example: A Data-sharing Scenario with GDPR
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Prototype being developed using Akka-typed actor-oriented programming framework

● Agent’s communications
are Transport layer
agnostic
● Enables plugins for
interoperability
○ rest, amqp, kafka, etc.
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Actor-based Modular Architecture

● Stand-alone Application
● Only Requires a JVM to
execute
● Can use containerization
tools for seamless
deployment: docker, k8s
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The push for data sharing and data processing across organisational boundaries creates challenges at many levels of
the software stack. Data sharing and processing rely on the participating parties agreeing on the permitted operations
and expressing them into actionable contracts and policies. Converting these contracts and policies into an operational
infrastructure is still a matter of research. In this paper, we investigate the architecture of a multi-domain distributed
architecture for policy driven application. The architecture spans components from auditing policies to managing
network connections.
The architecture is based on an auditable secure network overlays[3] proposed by Cushing et al. in 2020, the overlays
have already introduced an audit layer and a control layer. The audit layer aims at checking if a certain data process is
compliant, only those compliant ones can collect signatures, and forwarded to the control layer for further processing,
such a mechanism ensures that all operations are audited before execution. This process is shown as fig 1: 1

Figure 1: Auditable network overlays: the audit layer aims at checking the requests sent by a planner, only those
compliant requests can receive signatures, and then being further executed in the control layer
To enforce the policies by the audit overlay, the unstructured or semi-structured policies expressed in natural language
need to be structured and formalized first, before it can be used as input to the audit overlay and combined with the
environment conditions (such as region, risk level, etc.) that clarify which policies should be applied. Fig 2 presents
the conceptual view of the policy which contain authorisations, obligations, and environmental conditions [4, 2].
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~ 15 papers
> 6 presentations
2 - 3 demonstrators & POC’s
~ 3 posters

Upcoming
• Preparations Scientific workshop (spring 2022)
• Update BluePrint
– At various venues including Data Sharing Coalition

• Amsterdam Field Lab
– Industrial Lab

• Dissemination Workshops

Q&A
• More information:
– http://dl4ld.nl
– http://dl4ld.net
– http://delaat.net/sc

